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Daisy’s Letters
Explanation: Included in this packet are the suggested classroom activities to use with Daisy’s
Letters, high-resolution versions of the letters, and primary source analysis handouts. Related
national and state standards are listed below the suggested activities.
Suggested Activities for Daisy's Letters
1. Have students complete n Observe, Reflect, Question chart created by the Library of
Congress for one of Daisy's letters. See the attached documents, or click here to
download the student and teacher version of the Observe, Reflect, Question chart from
the Library of Congress website.
2. Have students use the background information provided on the page and primary source
selections to compare and contrast the way Juliette Gordon Low lived as a child in the
19th century to their own experience growing up in the 21st century. Students could
arrange this information in an essay format or in a compare contrast chart. Click here for
a printable chart.
3. Have students research the lives of low-income children in the 19th century and compare
the daily life of these children to what they have learned about Daisy's childhood from
the background information and letters provided on this page.
Related Standards:
NCSS1; NCSS2; NCSS; CCRR1; CCRR2; CCRR3; CCRR10; CCW2; CCW3; CCW4; CCW7; CCW8;
L6-8RH1; L6-8RH2; L9-10RH1; L9-10RH2 ; L11-12RH1; L11-12RH2; L6-8WHST1; L6-8WHST2; L68WHST4; L6-8WHST7 ; L9-10WHST1; L9-10WHST2; L9-10WHST4; L9-10WHST7 ; L11-12WHST1;
L11-12WHST2; L11-12WHST4; L11-12WHST7
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A letter written by Juliette Gordon Low to her mother on October 2nd, 1874
Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
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"Oh mama, we got the box of candy, and of my dress, and Nellies waist, and were so much
obliged, for both; the idea of you saying you thought I should be reconciled, I think its perfectly
lovely, it could not be prettier, I got my bible the other day, and it is lovely, the nicest birthday
present you could give me, and I am going to get Lillian Gittings to write my name in it for me,
because she is my best friend here, she is next to the prettiest girl in school...P S Excuse horrible
writing and spelling I hope you can read it..."
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A Letter written by Juliette Gordon Low to her mother on February 14th, 1875
Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
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7
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"My darling Mama,
Nell is studying for her Literature examination, and so I'll have to do all the writing, and I think
you will have pretty seldom as I hate to get ready to write, but after I am once started I dont
mind, so dont be worried if I dont write very often. I have a tooth that has a large hole in it, it
dont hurt, but it is very troublesome, shall I have it filled or not?...and mama, will you please
send us some more of the little elastics for our hair, the ones you send are all up....Good bye my
dear little sweet Mama, your own little, (I have not grown a bit,) Daisy."
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A Letter written by Juliette Gordon Low to her mother on March 18th, 1875
Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
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"You arrived saftly I hope, you don't know how lonely I feel without you, but I have not cried
once, and neither has Nellie, she is well now, and as bright as a button, please answer this letter
soon, as I am dying to hear from you. Mama I am going to try and be very good, and ???, and
study hard, so you wont be disappointed in me again after today, but today I felt as if I did not
care for anything, and so I did not do my duty...P.S. Please write soon, just 10 weeks before I
will see you...aint this a nice letter, not one mistake in spelling."
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A Letter written by Juliette Gordon Low to her mother concerning expenses in 1878
Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
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Nelle gave me $10.00 and this is how I spent it
Shoes
7.00
Drawing Paper
.25
India Silk
.25
T Tray
.50
Metalic pen
.75
R. Triangle .40 inches wide .50
Car fair for Mrs. Burgess and I to go to Ereclks 20 cts. I have 5 cts change which makes
$10.00."
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The 1876 Yellow Fever Epidemic in Savannah
Explanation: Included in this packet are the suggested classroom activities to use with the 1876
Yellow Fever Epidemic sources, high-resolution versions of selected the primary and secondary
sources, and primary source analysis handouts. Visit the GHS website to download the longer
PDF sources related to this topic. Related national and state standards are listed below the
suggested activities.

Suggested Activities for the 1876 Yellow Fever Epidemic in Savannah
1. Have students read the two 19th century medical reports on the Yellow Fever Epidemic
in Savannah, the journal of Nelly Kinzie Gordon, and the CDC website (link available in
the bibliography above). As they read the sources have students keep notes in a chart
format. 6HHSULPDU\VRXUFHDQDO\VLVKDQGRXWVfor a printable chart. Using their charts, students can
GLVFXVVverbally or in writing the differences in the way the 19th century texts and the 20th
century texts talk about the Yellow Fever. The students should notice the differences not
only in the author's scientific of the Fever, but also in the author's language, format, and
cultural background.
2. Have the students compare and contrast the letter written by Nelly Kinzie Gordon to
Alice with the letter written by Juliette Gordon Low to her mother during the Yellow
Fever Epidemic. Have the students discuss how the circumstances of the authors
contribute to the style and subject of their letters.
3. Have students use all the sources related to Yellow Fever on this page to write an
informative paper on the Yellow Fever Epidemic of 1876. Have the students include
analysis of primary and secondary sources. Make sure students properly cite their sources
based on the information available.
Related Standards:
NCSS1; NCSS2; NCSS3; NCSS5; NCSS8; CCRR1; CCRR3; CCRR4; CCRR6; CCRR8; CCRR9;
CCW1; CCW2; CCW3; CCW4; CCW6; CCW8; CCW9; L6-8RH1; L6-8RH3; L6-8RH4; L6-8RH6; L68RH8; L6-8RH9; L9-10RH1; L9-10RH3; L9-10RH4; L9-10RH6; L9-10RH8; L9-10RH9; L11-12RH1;
L11-12RH3; L11-12RH4; L11-12RH6; L11-12RH8; L11-12RH9; L6-8WHST1; L6-8WHST2; L68WHST3; L6-8WHST4; L6-8WHST6; L6-8WHST8; L6-8WHST9; L9-10WHST1; L9-10WHST2; L910WHST3; L9-10WHST4; L9-10WHST6; L9-10WHST8; L9-10WHST9; L11-12WHST1; L1112WHST2; L11-12WHST3; L11-12WHST4; L11-12WHST6; L11-12WHST8; L11-12WHST9
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William Wright Ledger with Records of Deaths from the Yellow Fever Epidemic in 1876,
MS 2281
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Will written by William Washington Gordon II during the Yellow Fever Epidemic of 1876
Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
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Letter written by Juliette Gordon Low to her mother while staying in Etowah during the Yellow
Fever Epidemic, Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
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Letter written by Nelly Kinzie Gordon to Alice Gordon during the Yellow Fever Epidemic
Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
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Adulthood
Letter Written by Juliette Gordon Low to her father in August 1911
Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
In the letter Juliette Gordon Low mentions her first Girl Guides group in Scotland. Below the
letter you can read a transcript of the relevant portion of the letter.

22

"I am getting up a Corp of Girl Guides here in this Glen where the highland girls are so far from
the world, they remain ignorant in all details of sick nursing or the way to feed and bring up
delicate children. The Girl Guides is a sort of out come of Boy Scouts. When Baden Powell first
formed the Boy Scouts 6000 girls registered as Scouts! And as he could not have girls traipsing
about the Country after his boy scouts, be got his sister to form a society of Girl Guides and the
first law was that they must not ever speak to a Boy Scout, if they saw him in uniform. I like
girls, I like this organization and the rules and pastimes, so if you find that I get very deeply
interested you must not be surprised!"
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Early Girl Scouting
Explanation: Included in this packet are the suggested classroom activities to use with the Early
Girl Scouting sources, high-resolution versions of selected the primary and secondary sources,
and the Juliette Gordon Low collection of badges matching activity. The related standards are
hyperlinked to a page on the GHS website where a copy of the potentially relevant state and
national standards are housed.
Suggested Activities
1. After reading the background information on the early days of the Girl Scouts in the
USA, have your students think about the costs of founding the Girl Scouts. Someone has
to pay for the camping trips, uniforms, teas, badges, and handbooks. Juliette Gordon Low
used her own money to finance the early days of the Girl Scouts movement. Have your
students discuss why Juliette Gordon Low would spend money on Girl Scouts and not on
herself.
2. Have students read the map making pages in the 1920 Girl Scout Handbook. These pages
provide a great general background to maps and can even supplement their textbook.
Have students use the symbols and compass rose shown in the handbook to create their
own map. The map could be of their neighborhood, city, or an imaginary place.
3. Have the students use the primary sources on the page to compare their life to the girls
participating in the girl scouts between 1912 and 1929. The students can look at the
pictures of girls camping, read the newspaper article about the Girl Guide Basketball
league, and read through the first two Girl Scout Handbooks to see what these girls were
doing and how it is different and similar to their own lives. Have the students produce a
final product such as an essay, comparison chart, or poster.
4. Have your students explore the 1917 and 1920 handbook. Ask the students how the
handbooks taught Girl Scouts to be good citizens. Ask your students to think about how
the Girl Scout Promise, Girl Scout Laws, and the principals of the Girl Scouts can still
help young people like themselves be good citizens of the United States of America.
Younger students can also point out important national symbols used in the handbooks.
Related Standards:
NCSS1; NCSS2; NCSS3; NCSS5 ; CCRR1; CCRR7; CCRR9 ; CCW2; CCW4; CCW7; CCW8;
CCW9 ; SSKH2; SSKH3; SSKG2; SSKC1; SSKCG2; SSKE4; SS1E2; SS1E4; SS2E1; SS2E4;
SS3E4; SS4CG4; SS8E5
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Juliette Gordon Low's Collection of Badges
The Georgia Historical Society has a collection of Juliette Gordon Low's personal Girl Scout
badges. See if you can match the badge images to their name. The names and descriptions for the
badges come from the 1917 Girl Scout handbook.

2.

1.

3.

4.

5.

A. Civics / The Citizen
B. Athletics
C. Dairy
D. Boatswain
E. Scribe
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Sample of Badge Requirements
Civics / Citizen Badge: Tell the history and object of the Declaration of Independence; Be able
to name the officers of the President's Cabinet and their portfolios.
Athletics: Know and be able to teach twenty popular games.
Dairy: Know how to feed, kill, and dress poultry; Test five cows for ten days each with Babcock
Test and make proper reports
Boatswain: Be able to row, pole, scull, or steer a boat; Land a boat and make fast; State
directions by sun and stars.
Scribe: Write 12 news articles (preferably one a month), not to exceed 500 words each, on
events that come within the observation of the Scout that are not public news, as for instance,
school athletic events, entertainments of Scouts, church or school, neighborhood incidents.
Answers:
1.E, 2.C, 3.A, 4.D, 5.B
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Savannah Girl Guides
Girl Scouts caught on quickly in Savannah. The girls used the English Girl Guides handbook to
adopt a constitution and design their own uniforms and badges. Getting girls involved in physical
activity in the outdoors was one of the main goals of the early Girl Guides movement. A
basketball league was quickly formed in Savannah.

Girl Guides Posing with Basketball
Anne Mintz Collection of Girl Scout Troop 1 Records, MS 2351
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Article on Girl Guides Basketball League in the Savannah Morning News
Anne Mintz Collection of Girl Scout Troop 1 Records, MS 2351
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The First Girl Scouts Go Camping!
Walter John Hoxie, a famous naturalist and one of Juliette Gordon Low's friends, organized a
nature group for young girls that later merged with the Girl Guides. John Hoxie later helped
Juliette Gordon Low write the first Girl Scout Handbook for the United States.

The following images show Girl Scouts ca 1917-1927 camping in the Lowlands
Walter John Hoxie Papers, MS 403
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Historic Girl Scouts of the USA Handbooks

1917 Girl Scouts Handbook. "How Girls Can Help Their Country." Adapted to the use of the
Girl Scouts of the United States [by] Juliette Low, with the help of committees and experts from
all parts of America.
Georgia Historical Society Rare Pamphlet Collection, HS3353.G5 L68 1917
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1920 Girl Scouts Handbook, Scouting for Girls: Offical Handbook of the Girl Scouts .
Georgia Historical Society Collection of Rare Books, HS3353.G5 A25 1920
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World War I and the Girl Scouts

Explanation: Included in this packet are the suggested classroom activities to use with the
World War I and the Girl Scouts sources, and high-resolution versions of selected the primary
and secondary sources. Visit the GHS website to download the longer PDF sources related to this
topic. The related standards are hyperlinked to a page on the GHS website where a copy of the
potentially relevant state and national standards are housed.
Suggested Activities
1. Have the students read the selection of letters written by Wilmont, an English soldier in
WWI. After reading the letters, the students should have a good understanding of trench
warfare. Have students use the knowledge learned in these letters to write a summary of
trench warfare, or write their own imaginary letter home from an American soldier's
perspective.
2. Have the students use the background information provided on the page, the two letters
from Herbert Hoover, and the image of Girl Scouts learning food conservation to define
the term "total war." Have the students attempt to write a definition for the term based
solely on the resources available on this page before introducing the concept verbally or
in their textbook.
Related Standards
NCSS2; NCSS5; NCSS6; NCSS9; NCSS10 ; CCRR1; CCRR2; CCRR3; CCRR8; CCRR9 ; CCW2;
CCW3; CCW4; CCW7; CCW8; CCW9 ; SS8H7; SSH88 ; SSUSH15; SSUS16 ; SS5H4
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A selection of letters written by Wilmont, an English soldier in WWI. The boy was apparently a
family friend of the Gordons as the letters are a part of the Gordon Family Papers.
Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
A printable PDF of this source is available on the Juliette Gordon Low page.
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Letter from Herbert Hoover to Juliette Gordon Low, October 3, 1917

Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
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Letter from Herbert Hoover to Juliette Gordon Low, June 13, 1918
Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
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Girl Scout pamphlet showing lessons in food conservation
Anne Mintz Collection of Girl Scout Troop 1 Records, MS 2351
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Juliette Gordon Low and the Suffrage Movement
Explanation: Included in this packet are suggested discussion questions to use with the Juliette
Gordon Low and the Suffrage Movement sources, and high-resolution versions of the selected
sources. Related national and state standards are listed below the suggested activities.
Discussion Questions
1. What message was Juliette Gordon Low trying to send in her poem "A Call"? Read
through the poem several times for understanding. Do you notice any figurative
language? What is the tone of the poem?
2. After reading all three available sources would you argue that Juliette Gordon Low
supported the Suffrage Movement? What is your evidence?
3. Use the GHS website to learn more about Juliette Gordon Low. What factors in her
childhood and early adulthood might impact her stance on suffrage? What do you think
Juliette's mother Nelly Kinzie Gordon would feel on the subject of women's suffrage?
Related Standards:
NCSS2; NCSS5; NCSS10 ; CCRR1; CCRR2; CCRR3; CCRR4; CCRR5; CCRR6; CCRR9; SSUSH16
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"A Call." Written by Juliette Gordon Low
Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
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A Call
Women of ease before it's too late
Shoulder your burdens & open your eyes
Can mere amusement alone compensate
For the problems of life which you seem to despise
You whose sure instincts like sap in the trees
Rise, who knows how, to point out what is good
Shall you ignore -- oh women of ease
Truths as inherent as grain in the wood!
Women outnumber the men here below
To woman we look for what’s good in a nation
Boy Scouts are trained in the way they should go
But 'tis girls who will count in the next generation
You who have children and you who have none
Don't shout for votes -- let men vote as they please
Daily endeavor to train up the young
There his [sic] your duty oh women of ease
OVER
Sacrifice self for the good of the whole
Fill idle moments in trying to please
Workers not shirkers should have the control
The world is not governed by women of ease
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Letter from Juliette Gordon Low to Edith Carpenter Macy, chair of the Girl Scout National
Board of Directors from 1919 to 1925.
Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
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Excerpt: "If it is thoroughly understood by everybody that the Girl Scouts are neutral we will be left out
of all practical & religious controversies. _ to leave any one in doubt means in this instance to arouse the
suspicion & perhaps the enmity of 800 suffragettes in Savannah...Neither you nor I nor any
representative of Girl Scouts has any option about handling a question on suffrage because we have no
right to vote at all."
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Excerpt from the 1917 Girl Scout Handbook, "How Girls Can Help Their Country." Adapted to
the use of the Girl Scouts of the United States [by] Juliette Low, with the help of committees and
experts from all parts of America.
Georgia Historical Society Rare Pamphlet Collection, HS3353.G5 L68 1917
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Celebrating Daisy’s Birthday
Explanation: Included in this packet are suggested discussion questions to use with the
Celebrating Daisy’s Birthday sources, and high-resolution versions of the letters. The related
standards are hyperlinked to a page on the GHS website where a copy of the potentially relevant
state and national standards are housed.
Discussion Questions:
1. The third letter was written by Juliette Gordon Low to her Mother on November 9th,
1874. Without doing any math, how can you determine how old Daisy may have been
when the letter was written? Use clues in the letter to discuss how old Juliette may have
been when she wrote the letter. Consider her tone, handwriting, and topics of discussion
to come up with a guess. After making your guess, read the biography of Juliette Gordon
Low to do the math and find out how old Juliette was in 1874.
2. In both the first and second letter Juliette wrote in 1916, she talks about their ship passing
through areas of German activity. Discuss what historical event was underway at the time
Juliette wrote these letters, and explain how German activity on the seas played an
important part in that event.
3. Discuss the similarities and differences between the letter Juliette wrote to her sister
Mabel, and the letter she wrote to her brother Willie. Based on the tone and content of
these two letters, can you detect a difference between Juliette's relationship with her
brother and her relationship with her sister?
Related Standards:
NCSS1; NCSS2; NCSS4; NCSS6; CCRR1; CCRR3; CCRR4; CCRR6; CCW2; L6-8RH1; L6-8RH6;
L6-8RH9; L9-10RH1;L9-10RH6; L11-12RH1; L6-8WHST2; L6-8WHST4; L9-10WHST2; L910WHST4; L11-12WHST2; L11-12WHST4; SS5H4; SS8H8; SSUSH15
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A letter written from Juliette Gordon Low to her sister Mabel on October 31, 1916
Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
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A letter written from Juliette Gordon Low to her brother Willie on October 31, 1916
Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
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Letter from Juliette Gordon Low to her mother
On the second page, Juliette thanks her mother for a birthday letter
Gordon Family Papers, MS 318
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Additional Resources
From the GHS Collection:
Main Collection: Juliette Low and the Girl scouts : the story of an American woman, 1860-1927
/ edited by Anne Hyde Choate and Helen Ferris, HS3353.G5 C5; Lady from Savannah; the life
of Juliette Low, by Gladys Denny Schultz and Daisy Gordon Lawrence, HS3353.G5 L88.
Manuscript: Girl Scout Council of Savannah (Ga.) papers, 1921-1969, MS 2000; Girl Scouts of
the United States of America, Juliette Low Region VI Geechee Bowl papers, 1949-1950, MS
1315; Juliette Gordon Low letter, 1923 April 17 / Mrs. Juliette Gordon Low, MS 2157; Juliette
Gordon Low papers, 1860-1937, MS 318; Walter John Hoxie Papers, 1917-1937, MS 403; Anne
Mintz collection of Girl Scouts Troup 1 Records, 1919-1962, MS 2351; Edith Duncan Johnston
Paper, 1881-1962, MS 433; Mildred Nix Huie Girl Scout Photograph, circa 1912
Rare: How girls can help their country / adapted from Agnes Baden-Powell and Sir Robert
Baden-Powell's handbook, HS3353.G5 L68 1917; She was a daisy / by Lee Giffen, HS3353.G5
G55 1960
Children and Young Adult:
First Girl Scout: The Life of Juliette Gordon Low by Ginger Wadsworth
Here Come the Girl Scouts!: The Amazing All-true Story of Juliette "Daisy" Gordon Low and
Her Great Adventure by Shana Corey
Teen and Adult:
Juliette Gordon Low: The Remarkable Founder of the Girl Scouts by Stacy A. Cordery
Internet:
Girl Scouts of Historic Georgia
Girl Scouts of the USA Juliette Gordon Low Biography
Juliette Gordon Low Birthplace
Juliette Gordon Low Biography, New Georgia Encyclopedia
Georgia Women of Achievement: Inducted 1992
National Women's Hall of Fame: Honored 1979
Author Stacy Cordery's Blog
Today in Georgia History
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Analyzing Manuscripts

REFL

ION

Teacher’s Guide

BSERVE

Guide students with the sample questions as they respond to the
primary source. Encourage them to go back and forth between the
columns; there is no correct order.

REFLECT

Have students identify and note details.

QUESTION

Encourage students to generate and
test hypotheses about the manuscript.

Have students ask questions to lead to
more observations and reflections.

Describe what you see. · What do you notice first?

Why do you think this manuscript was made? · Who

What do you wonder about...

· How much of the text can you read? What does

do you think created it? · Who do you think was

who? · what? · when? · where? · why? · how?

it say? · What do you see that looks strange or

intended to read it, if anyone? · What do you think

unfamiliar? · How are the words arranged? · What

was happening when it was created? · What tools

do you notice about the page the writing appears

and materials were used to create it? · What can

on? • What size is the page? · What do you see on

you learn from examining this? · If someone created

the page besides writing? · What other details can

something like this today, what would be different? ·

you see?

What would be the same?

Sample Questions:

F U R T h E R I N V E S T I g AT I O N

Help students to identify questions appropriate for further investigation, and to develop a research strategy for finding answers.
Sample Question:

What more do you want to know, and how can you find out?

A few follow-up
activity ideas:

Beginning
Have students choose a section of the manuscript and put it in their
own words.
Intermediate
Select a section of a manuscript. Speculate about the purpose of the
manuscript, and what the person, or people, who created it expected
it to accomplish. Do you think it achieved their goals? Explain why
you think so.

LOC.gov/teachers

Advanced
Examine a section of the manuscript. Think about what you already
know about this period in history. How does the manuscript support
or contradict your current understanding of this period? Can you
see any clues to the point of view of the person who created this
manuscript?

For more tips on using primary
sources, go to
http://www.loc.gov/teachers

Source Title,
Author, Date,
Format

Notes
(bullet points,
lists, thoughts,
important
quotes, etc…)

Summary of
the source.
Use complete
sentences to
give a brief
summary.

Questions

